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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

No. 444 of 1986



IN THE MATTER of SOGEX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

AND


IN THE MATTER of the COMPANIES ACT



CORAM:	NADER J



REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(delivered 23 October 1986)




The petitioner, Compagnie Francaise D'Entreprises Metalligues (CFEM), a limited liability company incorporated in France, petitioned for the winding up of Sogex International Limited (Sogex), incorporated in the Island of Jersey.

On 8 September 1979 and 23 June 1982, Pegel Arabia Ltd (Pegel), a company incorporated in Saudi Arabia, entered into contracts with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for the construction by Pegel of Terminal Buildings at the Riyadh International Airport.







In May 1980 and September 1982, Pegel entered into contracts with CFEM (the sub-contracts) providing for CFEM to carry out all or some of the work which Pegel was obliged to carry out under the contracts of 8 September 1979 and 23 June 1982 referred to above.	The total
sub-contract prices amounted to approximately 190,000,000 Saudi Riyals, subject to certain additions and/or deductions.		The sub-contracts are all in the English language.	The proper law of each sub-contract is that of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Each provides for the giving by CFEM to Pegel of an irrevocable and unconditional Performance Bond for 10% of the sub-contract price in respect of each sub-contract.	In two of the sub-contracts, Pegel agreed to provide CFEM with a Guarantee from the 'parent company' , whatever that may be.	These two
sub-contracts provided that payment to CFEM by Pegel was subject to the former providing the latter with an Advance Payment Guarantee in a form acceptable to Pegel.

On 11 July 1980 CFEM delivered three draft documents to Sogex headed respectively Guarantee, Advance Payment Bank Guarantee and Performance Bond Guarantee.	Each of them was in English.	On 15 July 1980 CFEM wrote to Sogex confirming the delivery of the documents and advising that 'approval and	. comments, if any' were expected on 16 July 1980.



On 13 August 1980 Sogex signed a document headed Guarantee in favour of CFEM.	The document was as follows:


'SOGEX
GUARANTEE

THIS GUARANTEE is given on	by SOGEX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, whose registered Office is at Trinity House - 30 Bath Street, ST BELIER - JERSEY - CHANNEL ISLANDS, hereinafter called "the Guarantor".
Whereas:

	PEGEL ARABIA, P.O. Box 2929 - RIYADH - SAUDI ARABIA (Hereinafter called "PEGEL") has entered into a contract dated 8th September 1979, No.

-IAP-PF-19 (Hereinafter called
"The Main Contract") with the kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Defence and Aviation, for the construction of the terminal buildings TR2 and TR3 of the New Riyadh International Airport.

	PEGEL has signed with COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE D'ENTREPRISES METALLIQUES 57, Boulevard de Montmorency Paris France (Hereinafter called "C.F.E.M."), a sub-contract dated 11th May 1980, which has become effective on the 20th June 1980 (hereinafter called "The Sub-Contract"), for the manufacture, supply and delivery of the metal ceilings required by the Main Contract.


	It is a term of the Sub-Contract, that PEGEL procure that the Guarantor shall give a Guarantee in favour of C.F.E.M., in the form set out below.
	The Guarantor has agreed to give such Guarantee.


Now therefore, it is hereby agreed and declared as follows:

	-	The Guarantor hereby gives to C.F.E.M. its irrevocable and unconditional Guarantee, for the payment of all monies owed by PEGEL to C.F.E.M., under the terms of the Sub-Contract.


	-	The Guarantee may be called if PEGEL has not paid to C.F.E.M.
	95% of the actual value of each delivery commercial invoice less a pro-rata recovery of the advance payment referred to under clause 45 paragraph (a) of the Sub-Contract,

60 days after the delivery date and




	the total value of the Sub-Contract price due 60 days after receipt by PEGEL, of the certificate of completion under the Main Contract.


	-		If PEGEL has not made a payment to C.F.E.M. on the date specified above, the Guarantor will perform its Guarantee on first written demand of C.F.E.M., either
	in paying the monies in cash,


	or in issuing in favour of C.F.E.M., having obtained a COFACE Guarantee, a promissory note falling due at the latest 180 days after the dates of the events specified in article

2 (i.e. delivery dates and/or receipt by PEGEL if the certificate of completion of the Main Contract), the amount of the promissory note being the sums due by PEGEL in principals plus the same rate and premium charged by C0FACE for each thirty (30) days period calculated from the 60th day after the dates so as referred to above provided this rate shall not exceed 15 pet p.a.
	-		The aggregate amount of such Guarantee is SR. 27,550,058.- (Twenty seven million, five hundred and fifty thousand and fifty eight Saudi Riyals) in principals, being the Sub-Contract price to be increased by the interests, if any, as specified in para. 3 above.	In the case of a variation in the Sub-Contract price, the aggregate amount of the liability of the Guarantor in principals, shall be adjusted upwards or downwards as the case may be, so as to represent the adjusted

Sub-Contract price.

	-	This Guarantee remains in force until PEGEL or the Guarantor have paid to C.F.E.M. all the monies due to C.F.E.M. under the Sub-Contract.	Upon occurrence of such event, the Guarantee shall automatically be terminated.
	-	This Guarantee shall be governed and construed by the Laws of France.


	-		Any dispute arising between the parties, concerning any of provisions of this agreement or the rights or liabilities of the parties, shall be settled by arbitration, in accordance with the Conciliation and Arbitration Rules of the International Chamber of Commerce, before a board of arbitrators appointed in accordance with the




said rules, Arbitration shall be held in GENEVA, and any award rendered shall be final and binding on the parties and shall not be subject to any appeal.'


The signed document differed from the draft document
headed Guarantee delivered to Sogex by CFEM on 11 July 1980 in the following respects:

	The words preceding the recitals were different but in no significant respect.


	In clause 1, immediately preceding the word 'irrevocable', the word 'personal' appeared in the draft.


	Clause 2 of the draft was as follows:



'2 - The Guarantee may be called if PEGEL has not paid to C.F.E.M.

	95% of the actual value of each delivery commercial invoice, 60 days after the delivery date, and
	the total value of the Sub-Contract price,

60 days after receipt by PEGEL, of the certificate of completion under the Main Contract.'


It is pertinent to the dispute concerning the nature of the document to which I will refer later to note that the word 'due' appearing in clause 2(b) of the contract was inserted by Sogex, not having appeared in the draft prepared by CFEM.





	Clause 3 of the draft was as follows:



'3 - If PEGEL has not made a payment to
C.F.E.M. on the date specified above, the Guarantor will perform its Guarantee on first written demand of C.F.E.M., either
	in paying the monies in cash,


	or in issuing in favour of C.F.E.M. a promissory note falling due at the latest 180 days after the dates of the events specified in article 2 (i.e. delivery dates and/or receipt by PEGEL of the certificate of completion of the Main Contract), the amount of the promissory note being the sums due by PEGEL In principals plus the interest calculated from the 60th day after the dates so as referred to above at the official prime rate prevailing in France for short-term export credits.'


A further instrument (to use a neutral term) was given by Sogex to CFEM on 6 October 1982.	It was in substantially the same terms as the instrument given on 13 August 1980.

It was recited in each instrument that it was given in compliance with a term of a subcontract.

The debt which CFEM claimed from Sogex and upon which CFEM relied for its standing as petitioner in these proceedings was said to arise under the instruments referred to above, dated 13 August 1980 and 6 October 1982.



Between the time of the making of the sub-contracts and
26 April 1984, CFEM performed work under the sub-contracts.

On 26 April 1984, Pegel and CFEM entered into a further agreement ( the addendum), as follows:




'ADDENDUM


TO THE CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO FORCE BETWEEN PEGEL ARABIA A SAUDI LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, HEREAFTER CALLED ''PEGEL'', AND COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE D'ENTREPRISES METALLIQUES, A COMPANY REGISTERED IN FRANCE, HEREAFTER CALLED ' 1 CFEM'', FOR THE SUPPLY AND ERECTION OF WINDOW WALLS, CLERESTORY AND CEILINGS OF THE TRl, TR2, TR3, TR4 PASSENGERS AIR TERMINAL (PF19) AT THE KING KHALED INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT OF RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA.
WHEREAS,

PEGEL has irrevocably assigned to Bank BAII all amounts still to be received by them from their client at K.K.I.A. for the First Supplemental Agreement for terminals TRl and TR4.
Therefore,
Both parties have decided to redefine as described in this addendum the terms of payments by Pegel to CFEM of all amounts outstanding or to be invoiced on account of the said contracts, and it has been agreed as follows:
	Purpose of the addendum

The addendum redefines and rules the terms of payments of all amounts (outstanding and to be invoiced) in favour of CFEM, on account of the contracts entered into force between PEGEL and CFEM for supply and erection of window wall, clerestory and ceilings of passengers air terminals TRl, TR2, TR3, TR4 at KKIA, Riyadh, and addenda thereto, and contract entered into force between SOGEX Company and CFEM for supply and erection of uplight fixtures for TR2, TR3 passengers air terminals.




This addendum cancels and supersedes the corresponding clauses relating to the payment terms thereof.	All other clauses of the original contracts remain unchanged and valid.
	Nature of the addendum


This addendum does not cancel nor replace the guarantee given to CFEM by SOGEX dated October 6th, 1982, which remain valid until full completion by both parties of the above listed contracts and of this addendum.
	Principle of the addendum

PEGEL will irrevocably instruct Bank BAII to which payments still to be received by PEGEL from its client at KKIA have been irrevocably assigned, to transfer to CFEM an agreed percentage of each and every said payment relating to the period April 1984 to completion until the agreed aggregate amount of payments due to CFEM by PEGEL has been reached as per clause 6 hereinafter.

The agreed percentage will be the ratio of agreed outstanding and future payments due to CFEM by PEGEL divided by the amounts still due to PEGEL by its clients and assigned to BAII for the period from April 1984 to completion.
	Amounts assigned to BAII

PEGEL declares that the total amount still due to them for the period April 1984 to completion is US
$ 35,572,946 and the parties agree for the calculation of the percentage to express this amount in S.R. based
on 1 USD = 3.52 SR, which results in an amount of
SR 125,216,770.
	Confirmations
	PEGEL will arrange for CFEM to receive no later than May 11, 1984 a confirmation from BECHTEL, of the amount assigned to BAII and still to be received of USD 35,572,946 for the period from April 1984 to completion.
	PEGEL will arrange for BAII to confirm to CFEM no later than May 4, 1984 the existence of assignment of funds to them on the TR1/TR4 First Supplemental Agreement.
	CFEM will confirm to PEGEL no later than May 11, 1984 the agreement of COFACE On the terms of this addendum.





	Amounts due to CFEM


Agreed amounts due to CFEM taken into account for calculating the percentage are:

	Total outs anding payments TR1-TR2-TR3-TR4 as per

April 27, 1984	SR
	Payments to be invoiced as per April 27, 1984	SR

(less 200,000 estimated backcharges)
	Retention 5 percent TR2-TR3	SR

Supply and erection
SR
4,810,482
Interest - past and future
SR
900,000

	Retention 5 percent TR1-TR4 -

-
 26,026,249
11,637,668
3,776,491
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TOTAL AGGREGATE AMOUNT	SR	47,150,890
	Percentage calculation


Therefore the percentage to be transferred by BAII to CFEM for each and every payment, on irrevocable instruction of PEGEL, is
SR 47,150,890

SR125,216,770
 =	37.65 percent

	Final adjustment


In view of taking into account miscellaneous amounts such as monthly backcharge, or other amounts deriving from current or future addenda or variation orders other than those listed in the addendum, the parties agree to meet again when 90 percent (ninety percent) of the aggregate amount calculated in clause 6 have been received by CFEM from BAII, in view of adjusting the final balance and therefore alter accordingly the percentage defined in Clause 7.

CFEM agrees not to claim any interest from PEGEL  ARABIA for any past delays in payment or as a result of the above mentioned arrangement;	all past and future claims for interest are considered settled by the sum
of SR 900,000 referred to in clause 6 above.	If by 31st March, 1985, CFEM has received less than 82 % of the aggregate amount due as above, interest will be calculated as from 31st March, 1985 on the shortfall between 82 % and the percentage actually received; this interest will be added to the aggregate amount by increasing the percentage shown in clause 7 above on a monthly basis.
10




	Instruction to BAII


As soon as PEGEL has received the confirmation of CFEM that COFACE has agreed the terms of this addendum as per article 5.3 above, PEGEL will give to BAII the irrevocable order to transfer to CFEM, for each and every payment deriving from their assignment, and relating to the period from April 1984 to completion of TR1/TR4 project, the percentage calculated clause 7, until the aggregate amount calculated clause 6 is reached.

The account to be credited will be CFEM account at BAII - 12, place Vend ome - 75001 Paris
Bank code 14819- 0001
Account number 21100 / 202598 / 51
Made in Paris
On April 26th, 1984


For and on Behalf of CFEM

R. SARKIS Marketing Manager
 
For and on behalf of PEGEL ARABIA

Tony ELIAS Kaissar RIZKALLAH'

On 16 June 1986 CFEM petitioned the Court for the winding up of Sogex in the Northern Territory of Australia.	This forum was chosen in order to give CFEM access to assets of Sogex which, CFEM alleged, were situated in the Northern Territory.	That allegation was
disputed.	It was alleged that Mustapha Rachad Dernaika and Samir Daher Hamzah each owned 2,651,000 shares in
Austrex Holdings Pty. Ltd., a company incorporated in the Northern Territory and, further, that each held his shares in trust for Sogex.	CFEM also alleged that Dernaika and Hamzah were directors of and the owners of all the issued

\
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capital in both Pegel and Sogex.	However, the proceedings failed in limine so that it was unnecessary to determine whether Sogex had assets in the Northern Territory.

On 21 August 1986, Pegel wrote to CFEM demanding payment of 18,293,298 Saudi Riyals.	The letter also asserted that, should CFEM dispute the claim, the matter must be resolved by arbitration.	The letter was accompanied by a document described as 'Financial Status as on 31/7/86'.		The letter and enclosure are set forth hereunder.	The numbers appearing in the top line of the 'Financial Status' refer to the voluminous documentation that accompanied the letter.	The letter, the annexure and the supporting documents became Exhibit E.



'PEGEL ARABIA
A Saudi Limited Liability Company Paid up Capital S.R. 10,000,000
C.R. No. 17695
P.O. Box2929, Riyadh Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Telephone 60339 - Telex 201216 - Pesog SJ

Compagnie Francaise d'Entreprises Metalligues (C.F.E.M.)
6 Boulevard Henri Sellier
92156 Suresnes Cedex	August 21, 1986

Subject	KKIA - PF 19 - TRl, TR4 - TR2, TR3 clearing of accounts - PEGEL ARABIA's Claim against C.F.E.M. SR 18,293,298

Dear Sirs,





Please find attached a document showing the financial status of your account as at 31 July 1986 under the above mentioned contracts and addendums and, in particular the Addendum signed on 24 April 1986.

We note that the last statement of account which we have received from you is dated March 26, 1984.		We understand that you submitted a different statement of account, as of April 26, 1984, to the Paris Courts, claiming that our company owes your company SR 37,176,738.	Frankly We cannot understand the basis of the calculations contained in the accounts submitted to the Courts.

Nevertheless we must point out that your calculations are, on the face of it, inconsistent with the contracts, as you must know.

We make the following comments upon the attached statements of account.

	Retention monies


You have not dealt with retention monies in your statements.	These monies are still not due.	In this respect, we refer to the contract clauses by which the contract price, method of payment, and retention monies are to be dealt with.	These are, e.g., clauses 44, 45 and 46 of the TRl +  TR4 supply contract.	According to clause 46, the 5 pet retention is not to be paid until the Final Certificate of Completion has been issued by the Client.
This Certificate has not yet been issued, due to certain outstanding items still to be completed in accordance with the list of defects for TRl +  TR4.	Some of these items relate to C.F.E.M.	The aggregate value of all the contracts is , as you correctly stated, roughly 194 million Saudi Riyals out of which SR 157 Million has been paid.	A
5 pet retention on the C.F.E.M. values therefore amounts to nearly 10 million Saudi Riyals for all C.F.E.M. works.	You are fully aware of this matter, as parts of your work for TRl +   TR4 remain unfinished.	The Client will not issue the Final Certificate of Completion until all these items have been satisfactorily completed.		No Final Certificate of Completion has been issued as yet for TR2 +  TR3.	The component in C.F.E.M.'s claim of some SR 37 Million which represents retention monies is therefore not justified. these monies must be deducted.		We note, in passing, that PEGEL has not received these amounts.
	Penalty for Late Completion


C.F.E.M.'s calculation does not take into account penalties for late completion.	Substantial claims of this nature



are made.	C.F.E.M. caused substantial delays by delivering and performing late in breach of the supply and erection contracts.		C.F.E.M. neither asked for nor was granted any extension of time.

C.F.E.M.'s delays in supply and erection were as follows: TR2 + TR3

Supply     Window walls	385 days clerestories + metal fascias 306 days CL13 and CL12 ceilings 218 days
Erection -   CL13, CL12 ceilings	213 days window walls, clerestories,
metal fascias	261 days

TRl + TR4


Supply	Exterior clerestories
Interior clerestories, fascias, CL13 + canopy Window wall
CL12
Limousine kiosks
Erection -	Exterior clerestories
Interior clerestories, fascias, CL13 + clerestory closure
Window wall Cll2
Limousine Kiosk
 
263 days
229 days
77 days
43 days
4 days 173/129 days

109/ 77 days 88/132 days
172 days

C.F.E.M.'s delay exceeded by far the maximum period allowed according to the penalty clauses of the contracts (e.g. Art. 31 of the Supply Contract TRl +  TR4).	We note that penalties claimed are limited to 15 pet in accordance with the contracts.
	Backcharges and counter-claims


During the performance of the contracts Pegel and C.F.E.M., at the request of C.F.E.M., agreed by clause 8 of the ''Addendum'' that all backcharge claims would be settled later.	This understanding is evidenced by written communications between the parties, in which C.F.E.M. requested Pegel not to backcharge or deduct amounts from the current payment schedule.	Pegel followed  that request.		In the middle of 1985 it turned out that the backcharges, late completion penalties, and other claims



would not be covered by withheld funds.	It should be noted that the retention money was intended to cover warranty claims arising during the warranty period by the Client.
Penalty claims and other backcharges were to be paid without diminishing the retention money for warranty claims.

	Performance Bond


By letter from Credit Lyonnais/Banque Nationale de Paris of June 10, 1986 Pegel learned that C.F.E.M. did not
extend the Performance Bond to be provided by C.F.E.M. under Cl. 47 of the Supply Contract and Cl. 64 of the Erection Contract for TRl +   TR3 on April 15, 1986.	As you will know, your obligation to provide a Performance Bond did not end at that date.

The Subcontractor's Performance Bond must be maintained until the final completion of the work and all Subcontractor's committments (sic).

Due to deficiencies in PEGEL's work also caused by C.F.E.M., Pegel's Performance Bond was to be extended according to Saudi Law and the Main Contract requirements. The Main Contract and its requirements are made expressively part of the Subcontract in Art. 6 of the TRl + TR4 Subcontract.	The Main Contract is subject to the laws of Saudi Arabia.	The Subcontract as well is governed by Saudi Law.	According to the Saudi Tenders and Auctions Regulations of 1966 as later amended and Cl. 47 as well as Cl. 64 of the Subcontracts for Trl + Tr4, C.F.E.M. is obliged to extend the Performance Bond.	Furthermore
C.F.E.M. is obliged to reimburse Pegel for costs arisen from the prolongation of its Performance Bond to be provided to the Client.	The equivalent amounts were debited to C.F.E.M.'s account.
	Present Status of accounts


The up to date withheld monies are currently insufficient to cover Pegel's backcharges and other claims on the contract, which exceed C.F.E.M.'s claim by SR 18,293,298 as of 31.07.1986.
Since 1985, C.F.E.M. has sought to postpone any discussion of backcharges and other claims until the end of the performance period.	Although Pegel has frequently requested meetings to clarify the problem, C.F.E.M. adhered to its policy of refusing to discuss these claims, and insisting on payment, even though C.F.E.M. should have understood that, they were not entitled to any more funds under the contract.	This was in breach of clause 8 of the Addendum of 24 April 1986.

'
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Although the project is not yet completed, we are now clearing our accounts with you.	The attached accounts as per 31.07.1986 show that C.F.E.M. owes SR 18,293,298 to Pegel.

Please note that"the enclosed statement is not a final account, as the project is not completed and some of your work is still outstanding.

Further claims for damages might well arise, as your company decided to abandon the site and refuses to perform contractual agreed maintenance work, which is now done by Pegel.

	Request for Payment


The amount now owing is SR 18,293,298.	We would ask you to make prompt payment of this amount.	Should your
company dispute the claim, or any part of it, the matter must be resolved by arbitration in accordance with our agreements and our telex of 23 May 1986.

We would appreciate it if you would reply promptly to this letter so that if an arbitration hearing must take place, early steps can be taken to enable prompt resolution.

Yours Sincerely,

Samir GHARBI Pegel Arabia
Enc. Financial status as on 31.07.86'
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As at 21 August 1986, Pegel was claiming 18,293,298 Saudi Riyals as a debt from CFEM.

These proceedings were governed by the Companies Act 1963 (the Act) as amended, (N.T.).	Sogex  is  an unregistered company within the meaning of section 314 of the Act.	Section 315 provides, inter alia, that an unregistered company may be wound up if it is unable to pay its debts.		The company is deemed to be unable to pay its debts if, inter alia, it is proved to the satisfaction of the Court that the company is unable to pay its debts: subsection 315(2) paragraph (d).	The provisions of the Act relating specially to the winding up of unregistered companies have effect in addition to and not in derogation of other provisions contained in the Act with respect to winding up companies by the Court:	subsection 314(2).	A company may be wound up under an order of the Court on the petition of any creditor:	section 221.

By its Petition, CFEM was at pains to show that Pegel was at the date of the Petition indebted to it in the sum of 37,176,738 Saudi Riyals (about $14,400,000 Aust.).
Paragraphs 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12 and 13 of the Petition was concerned primarily with explaining the basis of Pegel's alleged indebtedness to CFEM.	The Petition alleged that it was a term of two of the sub-contracts that Sogex guarantee



Pegel's obligations to CFEM and that, in accordance with those terms, two guarantees (the instruments of 16 June 1980 and 6 October 1982) in favour of CFEM were given by Sogex.	The debt of Sogex to CFEM was alleged to flow from those guarantees in consequence of the alleged debt of Pegel to CFEM of 37,176,738 Saudi Riyals.

The Petition presented the simple syllogism:	Pegel failed to pay a debt to CFEM:	the debt was guaranteed by Sogex;	therefore Sogex owed money to CFEM.



There are several potential threshold issues.	However, one of them make for a clear resolution of the case in favour of Sogex.	Does CFEM have the locus standi to petition?

The locus standi of CFEM depended upon its being a creditor of Sogex.	The basis of its claim to be a creditor of Sogex shifted in a material respect after the date of the Petition.

The Petition, one must assume, was presented in the belief that the debt from Pegel to CFEM was not the subject of dispute; at least that it was not the subject of a
bona fide dispute.	Otherwise, proceedings to wind up Sogex would have been seen as inappropriate.	The Petition was

•
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expressed to rely upon Pegel's debt.	The letter of 21 August 1986 by which Pegel demanded payment to it by CFEM of over 18 million Saudi Riyals and the documents
accompanying it were not, on their face, a sham and lacking bona fides.	In the absence of a proven debt, I regarded that letter as indicating real contention concerning the existence of the debt upon which the Petition was based.

These were not the only proceedings to have been commenced by CFEM by process expressly relying on the existence of a debt from Pegel to CFEM.	A Statement of Claim was issued in the Tribunal de Commerce, Paris, on 13 December 1985 by CFEM against Sogex for SR37, 487, 628 together with interest, damages and costs.	That Statement of Claim, like the Petition in these proceedings, pleaded facts clearly intended to show that Pegel owed money to CFEM and that Sogex, having guaranteed 'le paiement de toutes les sommes dues par la Societe PEGEL ARABIA a la Societe C.F.E.M. en vertu de ce contrat de sous-traitance, et ce a la premiere demande ecrite de la Societe C.F.E.M.', was liable to pay to CFEM what was due by Pegel.	The existence of a debt by Pegel was clearly seen by the draftsman as essential to the Statement of Claim as it was to the Petition here.	The pleading in each case is apt to describe liability on the part of Sogex dependent upon and ancillary to the liability of Pegel.	Whether or not that is a proper analysis of the legal basis of any liability





that Sogex may have to CFEM, it could not be seriously contended that liability was said to have any other basis by the persons responsible for both sets of pleadings.	Dr Chartier's opinion to the contrary was untenable.	As I understood his evidence, he suggested that the manner of pleading was adopted in order to rebut in advance any allegation of fraud that might be made by Sogex.


But CFEM, at the hearing, shifted its ground.	It asserted that the debt owed by Sogex was absolutely independent of any debt from Pegel to CFEM.	It submitted that the debt from Sogex arose entirely by virtue of the instruments of 13 August 1980 and 6 October 1982.	The existence of the debt depended upon nothing more than that a demand for payment had been made by CFEM of Sogex.	This, it was contended, was a consequence of the nature of the so-called guarantees which were not what we generally
understand as guarantees but what are frequently called first demand guarantees.


Sogex, on the other hand, submitted that the documents were by name and nature guarantees having the essential characteristics of those instruments generally regarded as guarantees in English law.	The shift in the position of the petitioner, Sogex submitted, was no more than a device to escape the consequence that CFEM's claim of a debt was subject to considerable dispute.	Sogex submitted that



because the guarantees did not create debts independently of any indebtedness by Pegel, the alleged debt arising from the guarantees was equally the subject of dispute as the alleged debt from Pegel to CFEM.

The instruments were governed by the laws of France: clause 6.	A witness was called by each party to give evidence how they would be construed by French courts.

The laws of France being a question of fact in this court, unless it were proved upon the balance of probabilities that the instruments would have been construed under the laws of France as
first demand guarantees, I would be unable to ignore the real possibility of a genuine dispute concerning the existence of the debt alleged by CFEM.

The nature of the instruments was, therefore, critical.	Each expert had a markedly different opinion how they would be construed under the laws of France.

The petitioner called as its expert a Frederick Chartier, a member of the Paris Bar since 1 December 1948, with doctorates of laws from the Universities of Paris and Munich and a Master of Laws from Yale University.	He had been actively involved in commercial law for some years, specialising in international business, including



international arbitrations, and had sat as an arbitrator on a number of occasions.	He had been on the panel of arbitrators of the International Chamber of Commerce for about seven years.	He had a number of other achievements more or less relevant to his expertise in the matter of French law to which there is no need to make special reference.	Dr Chartier had read the contentious instruments before giving evidence and had made an affidavit giving his opinion of their nature.	In his affidavit, he said that by French law a cautionnement is to be distinguished from a first demand guarantee.		The French Civil Code, Title XIV, deals with the subject of cautionnement.	Article 2011 was translated by Dr Chartier into English as follows:

'One who guarantees an obligation agrees with the obligee to discharge such obligation if the obliger does not do do.'

Another translation before the court of the same article is as follows:

'One who becomes surety for an obligation undertakes to fulfill this obligation to the creditor if the debtor himself fails to do so.'


Dr Chartier said that a cautionnement is an obligation incidental to a principal obligation which, accordingly, cannot have an object other or more extensive than that of the principal obligation.	It is characteristic of a
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cautionnement that the guarantor may require the obligee (creditor) to exhaust his remedies against the principal obliger (debtor) before enforcing the guarantee.	This is called the benefice de discussion.	Dr Chartier referred to Article 2021 as providing that the benefice de discussion disappears when the guarantor has expressly waived it or when he is liable with the debtor jointly and severally.
Article 2021 appears under a Section heading, 'Of the Effect of Suretyship as between the Creditor and the Surety.'


Dr Chartier contrasted a cautionnement with a first demand guarantee.	The latter, he said, is an autonomous obligation.	It is 'an obligation independent of the basic contract between the obliger and obligee.'	The effect of Dr Chartier's evidence was that a first demand guarantee is a promise to pay to the beneficiary, upon a demand for payment by the beneficiary, possibly coupled with a requirement that the beneficiary make a particular representation of fact, the sum of money specified in the instrument.	The obligation to pay is independent of the occurrence of any external event, such as the performance of another contract by the beneficiary, and arises upon the demand being made and the making of the required representation if any.	Dr Chartier said that the autonomous nature of a first demand guarantee produces the following consequences:







The beneficiary of the guarantee may enforce it at any time without having to prove the merit of his demand. Neither the guarantor nor the obligor whose obligation is guaranteed may prevent enforcement of the guarantee on grounds based on another contract.	Enforcement may be prevented only where it would be manifestly fraudulent to allow it to be enforced.

Dr Chartier said that the contentious instruments were, in his opinion, first demand guarantees.

Dr Chartier said that, upon looking at the instruments, neither he nor his partners in Paris {who remained unnamed) ever had any doubt that they were first demand guarantees. 'It never occurred to us', said he, 'that they could be cautionnements.'	I should say that this last was objected to by Mr Downes of Queen's Counsel for Sogex, and rightly so.	I said I would disregard the answer.	However, I have had regard to it, not as evidence of the opinion of Dr Chartier's partners, but as illustrating what became abundantly clear as the witness gave his evidence:	he had hastily categorised the instruments by reference to a couple of phrases appearing in them which are typical of first demand guarantees without serious regard to the possibility that, despite those phrases, they may in fact be cautionnements.		When in difficulties under



cross-examination, Dr Chartier betrayed an emotional lack of objectivity showing to me that he was more determined to defend his first opinion than objectively to give evidence concerning the laws of France.	That Dr Chartier categorised the instruments by reference to a couple of phrases rather than by reference to the whole of the instruments is well illustrated by an answer he gave early in his evidence.	He was asked for his reasons for concluding that the instruments were first demand guarantees.	He said:

'Those guarantees contain three words that are typical of demand guarantee, and those are: "irrevocable and unconditional and: "the guarantor will perform his guarantee on first written demand."	This in my opinion is absolutely typical of
first demand guarantees.	If it was a caution, I would say there would be 99 percent chances that even in English - in a document written in English the word caution would have been used and yet there would be a reference to the articles of the Code Civil which regulate the caution.	Those are the two reasons.'

Under cross-examination by Mr Downes, and when pressed to state with particularity the matters he took into account in concluding that the instruments were first demand guarantees, he said:

'What I said this morning already, when I read those two guarantees, it just never occurred to me that it could be construed as a caution, completely different. Just like the difference between the - I don't know - the hen and the camel.	Now, why is it a camel?	That's what you're asking me.		. Because there are two bumps on its head and he goes in the desert, but then what I can tell you I said this morning also, is that you have three words that are - that first of all the whole thing is typical, in my opinion, of a



guarantee at first demand;		the way it's presented; the different paragraphs;	the - what comes first and then second and third and so on.'

These, Dr Chartier said, were 'the most essential' matters he took into account in deciding that the instruments were first demand guarantees. Dr Chartier described himself as absolutely certain of the correctness of his opinion.
Perhaps the extreme nature of Dr Chartier's opinion was most dramatically illustrated when, in answer to a question of Mr Downes, he said it was 'impossible' for a cautionnement to contain the words 'first demand'	He said that those words appearing in a document mean that it is a first demand guarantee.	He moved back from that position slightly (I suspect because he saw the absurdity of it), and said that those words, 'first demand', amounted to a very strong point in determining the document to be a first demand guarantee.

Dr Chartier said that, although a
first demand guarantee always has some kind of relationship to a contract, it is truly an autonomous obligation.	He said that the contract to which a first demand guarantee relates has no effect whatsoever after the latter has been signed.		The obligations of the guarantor are to be determined by reference to the first demand guarantee alone.	I took this to be what he meant when he said, 'The obligations of the guarantor are the obligations that are written in the guarantee and only those that are written in



the guarantee.'	In one sense this is true of all guarantees, but I interpreted his evidence as meaning that the operation of the first demand guarantee depends in no way on the perfoimance of any other contract.

The instrument of 6 October 1982 was used as the vehicle for the purposes of examining Dr Chartier.	He said that the instrument guaranteed the payment of the amount set out in clause 4.	The guarantor might be called upon to pay to the creditor any amount up to the sum specified in clause 4 regardless of whether any or all of the subcontract price had already been paid to the creditor by the principal debtor.		Indeed, it seemed implicit in what Dr Chartier said that it is really meaningless to speak of a principal debtor in this context.		The exception of manifest fraud was always allowed.	Dr Chartier could not remember having seen a cautionnement containing the words, 'on first written demand.'	He said that the word, 'irrevocable' was to ensure that the instrument, being unilateral, could not be revoked by the guarantor.	Except for saying that 'you don't find the same wording in a caution', I got no real explanation from Dr Chartier why a cautionnement should not be expressed to be irrevocable.
As to the use of the word 'unconditional', Dr Chartier said:

'Well that shows also - that, I would say, goes with the first demand, that's the beneficiary - there's no condition for the beneficiary to demand payment of the



guarantee, which is different from the caution, where the caution there's anyway at least one condition and that's that the principal debtor is a debtor.'

From this answer and the general tenor of his evidence, I took Dr Chartier to be saying that a first demand guarantee is unconditional in the sense of not being conditional upon the existence of a debt from the principal debtor to the creditor under a separate agreement.	Indeed, according to Dr Chartier's logic, it is not possible properly to speak of a principal debtor: the guarantor himself is a principal debtor.

I was unable to distinguish the kind of instrument referred to by Dr Chartier as a first demand guarantee from the kind of instruments referred to as a first demand guarantee under English commercial law:	see, for example, Benjamin's Sale of Goods, Second Edition, pp. 1223 et seq, and Chitty on Contracts, Specific Contracts, Twenty-fifth Edition, pp. 1195 et seq.		It is abundantly clear from a comparison of Dr Chartier's evidence with the texts referred to that there is nothing peculiarly French about a first demand guarantee;	it is a class of instrument used internationally by the commercial community.	It is fair to say that each of the texts referred to supports Dr Chartier's general description of the nature of a first demand guarantee.	Lord Denning M.R. said, 'these performance guarantees are virtually promissory notes payable on demand.':	Edward Owen Engineering Ltd. v.



Barclays Bank International Ltd. (1978) Q.B. 159 at p.170. A performance bond or first demand guarantee is described in Benjamin as being closer to a letter of credit than to a traditional guarantee.	Of course, the argument here was not what is the nature of a first demand guarantee, about which there is no evident disagreement, but whether the instruments here in contention were first demand guarantees or something else.

Dr Chartier said that parties to contracts in France are in general free to contract as they wish.	It was also said that in construing a document such as a contract under French law, one looks at the document as a whole in order to determine its nature.	For present purposes, I could see no difference between the law of France and that of the Northern Territory in those respects.

Dr Chartier professed great knowledge of first demand guarantees, however he manifested a singular lack of knowledge, for so eminent a lawyer, of the law of cautionnement.	I pointed out to him that the phrase i'irst demand appears in article 2016 of the Civil Code relating to cautionnement.	I had in mind that he had said that the phrase was one of the hallmarks of a
first demand guarantee.	His answer betrayed an uncertainty of the law one would not expect of an expert.	There are only 32 articles under the title dealing with cautionnement



of which the one in which the phrase first demand appears is the sixth.


Dr Chartier had no experience of a case in which there had been court action by the promisee on a first demand guarantee.	The problem is usually otherwise:	preventing the bank from too readily paying.

Mr Downes pointed out to Dr Chartier that clause 1 of the instruments expresses them to be guarantees for the payment of 'all monies owed by Pegel to C.F.E.M. under the terms of the Subcontracts.'	He suggested that a clause linking the obligation created by the instrument to money owed by the subcontractor to CFEM was an indication that the instrument was a cautionnement rather than a
first demand guarantee.	Three of the questions and answers that occurred during Mr Downes' cross-examination about clause 1 reveal the standard of Dr Chartier's assistance:

'I suggest to you that clause one is a promise not to pay what is demanded at all, but a promise to pay what is owed by Pegel to CFEM?---Well, we don't - we disagree on what is a guarantee on first demand.	A guarantee on first demand is that the beneficiary doesn't have to prove anything.	He just takes something and he gets paid, that's the way it is.

Doctor, aren't you assuming that this document is a first demand, and then reconciling every clause in it to that conclusion?---Excuse me, it's written - I write nothing on clause 3; it says it's at first demand.

I follow that, but it also says, does it not, "Guaranty of monies owed"?---Sir, in France - that's what I wanted to say just a few minutes ago - our code says that you have to interpret a legal document as a



whole and so that it means something.	So I can't take point 1 and work on point 1 for 2 hours and then go to point 2;	I have to read the whole thing.	The whole thing is very clear, it is a guarantee at first demand, which is irrevocable and unconditional for monies that I say are owed to me by Pegel for a maximum of 96 million.

Doctor, it's not possible, may I take it, to go to clause 3 and work on that for two hours before you go elsewhere in the document either, is it?---That what?

It's not appropriate or possible to go to clause 3 for two hours before you go elsewhere in the document either, is it?---I take the whole document.
And the natural starting point is clause l?---I agree with you.	But I can't talk about clause 1 without taking into account the other clauses of the document. This is basic French interpretation - legal interpretation, we learn that in first year at school.'


It was put to Dr Chartier that the word 'unconditional' in clause 1 may be a waiver of the benefice de discussion. I set forth the relevant parts of the transcript:

'And may it not be, Doctor, that the work that the word "unconditional" does in clause 1 of the guarantee, is to amount to a waiver of the
benefice de discussion?---In my opinion absolutely not.

Is there an argument to that effect?---French language.

Is there an argument that could be put before the court to that effect?---Yes, because unconditional cannot mean waiving the benefice de discussion.
Why do you mean it 'cannot mean' please,
Doctor?---Because it doesn't - that's not what it means, that's not the table;	I can't say this is a table, I can't say this is a lamp..
It's that simple?---It's that simple, that's French language.'



When Mr Downes suggested to Dr Chartier that clause 3 of the instruments, which made it a condition for performance of the guarantee that Pegel have failed to make a certain payment to CFEM on a certain date, was an indication that the instruments were cautionnements, Dr Chartier contented himself with saying:	'I don't agree with you.'

These kinds of exchanges typify the unhelpfulness of much of Dr Chartier's evidence.	In general, he seemed to be saying that, because he was a man of outstanding qualifications, his conclusion as to a matter ought to be enough.	In truth I strongly suspect Dr Chartier of more than a mere unwillingness coolly to lay out for scrutiny his reasoning.		I suspect that having rashly labelled the subject instruments first demand guarantees on the strength of certain phrases he saw, he was under pressure to justify his opinion.	This could account for the lack of calm reasoning that marked his answers under cross-examination and would help to explain the hostility manifest in his manner from time to time.	I thought he lacked due objectivity.	By a comment he made about the lawyer yet to be called on behalf of Sogex, Mr Denis Rouast, I believe he betrayed something about his own character.	Mr Downes was trying to get Dr Chartier to agree that an opinion different from the one he held might genuinely be held by another relatively experienced lawyer.	The following exchange took place:





'It would be an argument of substance, although not necessarily successful (that there was a valid arbitration clause in the guarantee), do you agree with that?---I don't understand exactly what you mean by an argument of substance.	You know already what I think; that argument has no chance.	So that's my opinion.

Another lawyer might - experienced in the field, might genuinely hold the view that it did have a chance, indeed was successful?---If he was hired by Sogex he will certainly think so. (emphasis mine)

It was instructive to compare the three draft documents delivered on 11 July 1980 by CFEM to Sogex with one another.	The draft Advance Payment Bank Guarantee resulted in a document so headed, dated 7 August 1980.	That document contained the phrases 'irrevocably and unconditionally guarantee' and 'first written demand'	It was unmistakably a so-called first demand guarantee.
Liability to pay was to arise when Pegel made written demand for payment upon the guarantors, Credit Lyonnais and Banque Nationale de Paris, accompanied by a certificate to the effect either that Pegel had made a demand for payment under another guarantee, or that in Pegel's sole judgment CFEM had failed to meet its obligations under a contract.
The condition of liability was not that the demand for payment under the other guarantee had in fact been made or that CFEM had in fact failed to meet its obligations, but that Pegel had certified that either of those two events had occurred.	The characteristics of a
first demand guarantee to which Dr Chartier referred, namely, that it creates an autonomous obligation and that



it is vitiated only by fraud, are readily understood by reference to this document.	The fact that the demand has to be accompanied by a certificate making a representation of fact gives rise to the possibility of a fraudulent claim:	a representation may be wilfully false.

The same may be said of the Performance Bond Guarantee, also executed on 7 August 1980 and following a draft delivered by CFEM to Sogex on 11 July 1980.	This was very similar to the Advance Payment Bank Guarantee.	The obligation to pay arose on the first written demand of Pegel accompanied by a certificate making one of two specified representations.

The contentious instruments differed from the typical first demand guarantee, inter alia, in that they contained no requirement for the making of a representation to the guarantor that could be the basis of an allegation of fraud.	It is difficult to understand how a claim under the contentious instruments could ever have been fraudulent if the only act required to create an obligation on the part of the guarantor to pay was the making of a demand for payment.		This was not satisfactorily explained by Dr Chartier.

Drafts of these documents as well as a draft of the contentious documents were all prepared by CFEM and



delivered to Sogex at the same time.	One can only assume that the marked differences between the Guarantee, on the one hand, and the Advance Payment Bank Guarantee and Performance Bond"Guarantee on the other were deliberate. While liability under the Guarantee was expressed to arise if Pegel had not, in fact, made certain payments to CFEM, liability under the other instruments was expressed to arise, as I have indicated, when the demand for payment was accompanied by a specified representation of fact.	The Guarantee was expressed to be a guarantee 'for the payment of all monies owed by PEGEL to C.F.E.M. under the terms of the Sub-contract.'	The Performance Bond Guarantee was expressed to guarantee the payment of 5,734,885 Saudi Riyals.	The Advance Payment Bank Guarantee was expressed to guarantee the payment of 2,500,000 Saudi Riyals.

It was a circumstance of some slight significance, although I would not regard it as decisive in itself, that first demand guarantees are generally given by bankers.	Dr Chartier knew of no case, leaving aside the case at bar, where this was not so.	Of the three documents furnished by Sogex to CFEM, the two which were clearly first demand guarantees were intended for execution by bankers.

Another of Dr Chartier's bold assertions was that when one finds the word 'guarantee' (however spelt) in a document written in English to be construed according to



French law, 'there are 99% of chances you are not looking at the caution.'		I was quite unable to accept that proposition.	Regardless of the proper law of the contract, the language chosen by the draftsman was English.		The task of those construing the document was to give to the words their English meaning.		There is no doubt that the word 'guarantee' in English is, frequently, appropriately translated into French by the word 'cautionnement'.	The  only part of the Civil Code dealing specifically with cautionnements is Title XIV.	There is no other part of the Code treating of garanties: at least that was the effect of the evidence.		It is clear from a reading of that title that the French cautionnement very closely approximates the guarantee of our law.		I am satisfied that a common way to translate the English word 'guarantee' is by the French word cautionnement.	The first demand guarantee now commonplace in the commercial world is really quite unlike the instrument usually described as a 'guarantee' in English.	I will not elaborate the reasons for that statement here;		they are well stated in the passages from Chitty and Benjamin to which I referred earlier.	The use of the English word 'guarantee' in a document written in English tends to the conclusion that the document is what the French call a cautionnement.	However, while the title might give some indication of the nature of the instrument, the court is to ascertain its nature by reference to the whole document.
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It surprised me that Dr Chartier placed so much reliance upon the use of the words 'irrevocable and unconditional' arid 'on first written demand' in construing the instruments.	In the first place it was an approach that was inconsistent with his own assertion that the correct way to interpret a document under French law is by reference to the whole of the document.	It is as if Dr
Chartier had determined the contents of the packet by
looking at some labels on it and without taking the trouble to check that its contents were true to label.	This is especially so when one considers that Dr Chartier himself was of the opinion that the arbitration clause in the instruments were nullities.	If he really believed the arbitration clauses to be nullities, he ought also have recognised the possibility of incompetent drafting: the possibility that the document was drafted by a person who might not fully understand the usual practice relating to the use of the phrases he relied upon to characterise the instrument.	Indeed, it is possible that the phrases relied upon by Dr Chartier were the result of sloppy drafting.	If they are hallmarks of first demand guarantees, they are not in the instant case consistent with the general text of the instruments.

I am satisfied that it would not be safe to rely on the testimony of Dr Chartier.	I strongly suspect that he was





arguing a case rather than giving dispassionate evidence of the laws of France.	The comment he made about Mr Rouast, referred to above, tends to confirm my opinion of him.	He showed an emotional involvement that seemed inconsistent with objectivity.


Denis Rouast, a solicitor of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, was called on behalf of Sogex as an expert concerning the laws of France.		He was an employee of the Sydney firm of Messrs Allen, Allen & Hemsley, Solicitors, He was a non-practising member of the Paris bar.		There is no doubt that his qualifications and experience in the subject being considered were inferior to those of Dr Chartier.	He was much younger than Dr Chartier.		However, there were two main reasons why I believed Mr Rouast to be more reliable than Dr Chartier.			First, I thought he showed a genuine concern with accurately stating the laws of France as he understood them.	He did not give the impression that he was out to defend his original position at all cost.	From time to time he was persuaded to alter his position on a point.	Secondly, I was in general impressed with the cogency of his evidence.	Mr Rouast expressed the opinion that the disputed instruments were cautionnements and not first demand guarantees.	His reasons are to be found chiefly in his affidavit sworn 25 August 1986.	Perhaps it is appropriate to say here that, even if Mr Rouast had not been called as a witness, I could



not have relied on Dr Chartier to the extent of concluding that the contentious instruments were, more probably than not, first demand guarantees.	Mr Rouast merely confirmed my own opinion tlfat I could not rely on Dr Chartier.

It is of some significance to me that the sub-contracts that required the giving of guarantees also provided for the giving of Performance Bonds and Advance Payment Bank Guarantees.		The Performance Bonds given under those provisions clearly answered the description of first demand guarantees, while the guarantees were markedly different.	It would not be unreasonable to expect that the different terminology was intended to signify instruments different in nature.

I gave my decision in this matter, dismissing the Petition with costs on 24 September 1986.	I ordered that time for appeal should not commence to run until the publication of reasons.	I was concerned that the mere continued threat of winding-up proceedings might be detrimental to the company, a situation that ought not continue past the time when I had made up my mind the Petition would fail.	The petitioner had not convinced me that it had the locus standi to petition.	There had been two possible bases upon which the petitioner might have claimed to be the creditor of Sogex.	First, it might have said that Pegel was indebted to it by reason of goods
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supplied and work done not paid for, and that Sogex had guaranteed Pegel's debt to CFEM.	Alternatively, it might have said that Sogex was indebted to CFEM by reason of first demand guarantees given by Sogex	to CFEM.	The Petition, as I have pointed out, was drawn on the basis of a debt from Sogex that was essentially subordinated to a debt from Pegel.	I have also pointed out that other proceedings instituted by CFEM were similarly based.
Pegel's letter of 21 August 1986 and the documents that accompanied it created a situation in which no court entertaining a Petition to wind up Sogex could possibly find that there was no bona fide dispute concerning the debt claimed by CFEM from Pegel.	This letter, therefore, might explain the shift in ground by CFEM away from the position taken in the Petition and the other proceedings to the position taken at the hearing which attempted to sever Sogex's obligation to CFEM from any obligation of Pegel to CFEM.	My decision to dismiss the petition was not based on this last consideration, but I mention it because it may help to explain how a case without merit came to be before the court:	it was commenced at a time when the petitioner assumed there was no dispute about the debt and, when it became apparent that the debt was in dispute, it attempted to salvage the proceedings in the manner described.

I found, on the balance of probabilities (the question being one of fact), that the documents upon which the
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petitioner relied as creating the debt giving it
locus standi to present and prosecute the petition were not first demand guarantees, but guarantees in the more conventional sense.	It may not have been necessary to go so far:	it may have been sufficient that the petitioner had not proved on the balance of probabilities that the documents were first demand guarantees.

In view of the high level of contention concerning the existence of the debt, the petitioner ought to establish the debt in a court of competent jurisdiction before any further Petition is presented for the winding-up of the company.

